
TEMPLATES CATALOG

MOTHERLOAD
All of our templates, widgets and design kit one simple download.

THE ADOBE MUSE



In this document, you will find a short description and promo image 
of each item available in this amazing download.

Videos for many of the items in the packages are available on our 
YouTube Channel including tutorials - https://goo.gl/y2APuK

Use these items on unlimited projects.



Fich Accountants (Responsive)

The Fich Accountants Template is aimed at financial services with everything 
you need to build an impressive Desktop/Tablet and Mobile site for your cli-
ent. The template include an easy to modify color structure that allows you to 
change the look and feel of the site in a matter of minutes.

001

Lakeside Golf (Responsive)

The Lakeside Golf Adobe Template has everything you need to build an amaz-
ing Golf Course website. It includes many custom built widgets and a slide out 
weather display powered by AccuWeather.

002

Medical (Responsive)

This template is aimed at the medical industry and is a clean modern design 
with many elements that are designed to convey information in a family 
friendly way. Medical is easy to modify and configure for your clients.

003

Hope for Kids (Responsive)

Hope for Kids is a template perfect for any small charity or organisation that 
wants an impressive single page layout design. The template has a unique to 
museGrid hero slider and comes with a separate tablet and phone layout.

004

BUILDIT (Responsive)

BuildIT is a 10-Page Adobe Muse Template that’s fully responsive and ready 
to be used on your next construction company web project.  Likewise, it’s 
design-kit ready which makes it ultra powerful!

005



Beeches (Responsive)

Inspired by a campsite in the United Kingdom, this Adobe Muse Template is 
jammed packed with amazing features that are all fully responsive &amp; 
Design Kit Ready!

006

Lander (Responsive)

Landing page design template.

007

Pride and Groom (Responsive)

Pride & Groom is a fun template/theme for pet grooming and care specialists. 
The theme includes a module library to allow you to easily build new pages 
with your own layouts.

008

Repose (Responsive)

Corporate site template.

009

Bustle (Responsive)

Design or SaaS service template

0010



Terra (Responsive)

Terra outdoor pursuit company template.

0011

Ellos (Responsive)

Company site template.

0012

Noche (Responsive)

DJ or musician template.

0013

Flare (Responsive)

Corporate site template.

0014

Graze (Responsive)

Restaurant, Bistro or bar template.

0015



Ascension (Responsive)

This template has been designed to create a clean, clear, calm message for 
businesses that need to deal with difficult subjects such as funeral arrange-
ments and hospices. But could easily be modified to suit many other types of 
businesses as well.

0016

Katai Sushi (Responsive)

Sushi restaurant template.

0017

Urban (Responsive)

Design agency template.

0018

Photo Studio (Responsive)

Photo studio template.

0019

Pix (Responsive)

Photographer service template.

0020



Arrow IT (Responsive)

Information Technology company template.

0021

Breeze (Responsive)

Corporate site template.

0022

APX (Responsive)

Ski resort template.

0023

Web Agency

Web design agency template.

0024

Heart Trust

Medical health clinic template.

0025



Galant Valour

Lawyer or legal services template.

0026

Martial Arts Club

Martial Arts club template.

0027

Vision Labs

Opticians or optometrist service template.

0028

froggyPhoto

Photo studio template.

0029

FitNext

Fitness club template.

0030



DroneVids

Drone video service template.

0031

Bryter Accounting

Accountancy service template.

0032

BBQ SmokeHouse

Restaurant, Bistro or bar template.

0033

Architectura

Architects and construction design consultancy template.

0034

Sky Corp

Investments template.

0035



iChef

Restaurant, Bistro or bar template.

0036

Sprout University

College or University template.

0037

Crate

Crate is an experimental navigation template that uses a unique method to 
build a four way scrolling design. For the purpose of demonstration we have 
designed it around a game design company but it could be used for any small 
business. The design also includes our new animation scroller widgets.

0038

Agency

Design agency template.

0039

YU Widget Packed Template

This is an amazing template for all those wanting to expand and experiment 
with what Muse can do. We have included some of our latest production 
ready and beta widgets for you to use and play with. The site can be used for 
any type of business.

0040



Makeup

Makeup is the perfect template for any makeup artist or academy.  The design 
comes with a Desktop, Tablet and Phone version and can easily be modified 
to match your clients design needs.

0041

museGrid Spring

This is a unique and special templateÔøΩÔøΩ_   We have just release dan 
amazing set of FREE widgets called the Spring Pack you can get them here. 
As part of that release we created the Spring landing page to market those 
widgets.   The landing page was created in Muse and we wanted to make that 
template available to you to deconstruct and learn how the page works. The 
template comes with a array of custom widgets that are unique to this page.

0042

Brick PIE

Brick PIE is a smart Pizza Restaurant Adobe Muse template aimed at your 
everyday pizza house. The template comes with a full width hero image slider, 
multi-page layout and dedicated mobile version.

0043

Touch APPs

Touch APPs is a great multi-page template for any business. The focus of this 
version is app builders and IT companies. With out of the box features and 
widget this is a great template to get your business started.

0044

DigitalTINK

DigitalTINK is a super simple one pager with builtin blog article listing using 
the Medium Blogging Platform. The site has a clean super fast layout and has 
our 100% width map and Medium Blog widget built in.  The mobile version is 
complete with latest articles widget too.

0045



Taxi

This one page template has been design specifically for a Taxi cab company. 
The design comes with a Desktop, Tablet and Phone version and can easily be 
modified to match your clients design needs.

0046

dive

Dive has been specifically designed for scuba diving clubs and excursion com-
panies. The template uses audio to enhance the user experience along with 
scroll motion to created a highly attractive interface.

0047

All Seasons Landscaping

This beautiful Adobe Muse templates use the full potential of the parallax 
scroll motion tools to create an engaging template for gardening and land-
scaping companies. The template incorporates our audio widget and edge 
animated content to produce clean interactivity.

0048

icu

icu this template has been created to be a first class starting point for sites 
for opticians or small health care specialist services. The template comes with 
everything you need to build modern sites for desktop and mobile devices.

0049

it4u

it4u is a template designed for a small to medium IT consulting firm. It comes 
with a variety of pages geared to towards the IT field but can easily be modi-
fied to match a different business type.

0050



diff

diff is something new and something different. A clever scroll motion fx site 
that takes full advantage of Muse tools. This site is a great learning example 
or perfect for the small design firm or personal site.

0051

Sublime

Looking for a single page template for a Cafe, Bar or Restaurant? Then Sub-
lime is the template for you. The template has been designed to give you all 
the elements you need to create a great user experience. Its super easy to 
modify to match your customers designs and Desktop, Tablet and Mobile 
capable.

0052

Eleven (Daybreak)

Eleven (Daybreak) is the Muse template you have been looking for. Full width 
video header, clean typography, font awesome icons, parallax fx, custom im-
age gallery, 100% width custom styled maps and more - its all part of Eleven. 
We know you will enjoy using it as much as we enjoyed creating it.

0053

Eleven (Midnight)

Eleven (Midnight) is the dark Muse template you have been looking for. Full 
width video header, clean typography, font awesome icons, parallax fx, cus-
tom image gallery, 100% width custom styled maps and more - its all part of 
Eleven (Midnight).

0054

Landing Pages Kit

This template is a landing pages building kit. The package comes with a library 
of modules to allow you to quickly build beautiful landing pages for your 
clients.

0055



Cloud Yoga

Cloud Yoga has been designed to provide a great starting point for specific 
physical training sites in this case yoga. Easy to modify and use Cloud Yoga 
comes with many useful widgets and layouts.

0056

Knoo

Knoo is a template for promoting you and your work. Its clean unique design 
presents your work clearly and demands interaction. The design works well 
across all device types so you only need to modify a single page to get setup.

0057

Ivy Modern Couture

Ivy Modern Couture is a smart, sophisticated template feature a pseudo 
responsive home page and a neat and clean layout. The site comes with the 
Gumroad E-commerce widget (needs configuring for your site).

0058

inVelop

inVelop is a straight forward product sales design aimed at small online 
stores. The site comes with the Gumroad Ecommerce widget and the 
addsearch widget (both need configuring for your site).

0059

Threads Ecommerce

This clean design site is a great starting point for your next small e-commerce 
project. The site comes with the Gumroad Widget to allow item by item selling 
on the store using Muse made layouts for lists and  individual detail pages per 
item.

0060



Band

Band is an Adobe Muse template with a difference it has an audio widget that 
allows you to easily add your own MP3 files for playback automatically on the 
desktop site and optionally on the tablet and phone versions.  The site comes 
with three unique layouts and makes great use of scroll fx.

0061

motion

Now you can use the power of full screen video backgrounds for your sites 
with motion from musegrid. With our new motion background widget you 
can use the motion template to build amazing sites. This template is a general 
design as a starting point for your own creations.

0062

Your Event & Conference

This template is the perfect solution to your event advertising and registration 
needs. It comes with an easy to use custom countdown widget, Eventbrite 
integration and many other use specific widgets.

0063

La Table

This is a great template for a bistro or restaurant. The design smoothly scales 
to match tablet and desktop form factor and comes with a separate mobile 
version. The design is easy to uses and quick to setup for your clients.

0064

Vacation

The Vacation Travel Agency Template from museGrid comes with a 100% 
image slider with responsive design features and has all the features needed 
to build a clean modern travel agency website.

0065



base

base is an amazing Adobe Muse template with slick scroll motion fx anima-
tions which can be used for any business type.

0066

Hireus

This is a great template for any corporate business but has been designed in 
this instance for a recruitment company. The template comes with some great 
new widgets and the new animated pie charts.

0067

FixIT

The FixIT template is a one page design with a scroll activated advert to lead 
the customer into the site. The bright original design comes with scroll motion 
content and a new services widget. Complete with mobile version this attrac-
tive template can be easily reworked to fit many alternative business designs.

0068

The Business

This template is designed to be a good all round starting point for corporate 
website. In this template we introduce our new Mega Menus widget that adds 
a whole host of new opportunities for your designs.

0069

Shoot IT

This amazing photography business template will really show off your photos 
with the new Muse 7 full screen slider widget available on all three device 
types. Easy to change colour with style magician and more.

0070



DriveIT

DriveIT Auto Sales & Car Repairs template is built ready to take on the tough-
est car dealership and auto repairs project. The template comes with a large 
array of content ready pages, custom widgets and desktop, tablet and mobile 
layouts.

0071

LiveFit

LiveFit is an amazing Adobe Muse template perfect for any gym or fitness 
center. The template has been design with everything you need straight out of 
the box. Includes dedicated tablet and mobile device layouts designed specifi-
cally for each device type.

0072

Haba Coffee

Haba Coffee is a clean minimalist design with simple neat scroll fx adding 
interactivity with the page. The design is aimed at sites that need to sell a sim-
ple range using paypal payments buttons or similar. The design can be easily 
modified to match many identities.

0073

Baked Creations Bakery

The Baked Creations Adobe Muse Template has everything you need to create 
a beautiful, inviting website for a bakery or cupcake business. The template 
comes with an easy to modify text and colour presets theme and includes a 
unique design mobile site.

0074

foto

This is the latest professional photographer template from museGrid.com. 
It features all the pages and widgets you need to build the ultimate pho-
tography promotion website for you or your clients.  With a few clicks of your 
mouse you can change the entire look and feel of the site with our Style Magi-
cian components. Included with this template is a matching simplified mobile 
version of the site with all the features you need.

0075



Sevn

Inspired by the new release of our favourite mobile operating system this 
template has a great familiar interface design. The start area has an impres-
sive parallax motion that is easy to reconfigure with your own images adding 
depth to the display.

0076

Shelfie

Shelfie is a flat design template for self promotion of your skills and work. The 
template uses scroll motion fx for compelling navigation and a great user experi-
ence. Easy to edit and modify.

0077

CLUBX

Clubx is an exciting multipage template great for any nightclub, restaurant or 
party location. Clubx comes with a great mobile template too.

0078

The Burger House

If you are looking for a Muse template for a burger bar, steak house or fast-
food outlet then this is the template for you. Easy to configure and great for 
your local fast food restaurant.

0079

Tan Worshipers

This great looking template has been designed for use with a Tanning Salon 
but could easily be used for a beauty or hair salon.

0080



BLOCBUILD

This single page site escapes the common vertical scrolling of many modern 
sites and uses a horizontal slider method to display individual page layouts. 
This is a simple modern template suitable for many businesses.

0081

ceecee

To celebrate the launch of Adobe Creative Cloud we have created an amaz-
ing new template using all of the new features found in Muse CC. We have 
motion scroll effects along with unique tablet and mobile designs. This is an 
incredible template for your next project.

0082

Cloudserve

This is a single page design for desktop, tablet and mobile layouts. The desk-
top version has an engaging scroll motion interface and great feature widgets. 
The template is designed specifically for a small hosting company but with 
your creativity could become the basis for any business.

0083

Sally Dumont

This is a great site for promoting personalities from motivational speakers to 
nutritionist, solo artists to sports trainers. The Sally Dumont template is easy 
to reskin with a full Style Magician master page.

0084

Omega Start

OmegaStart much like its counterpart AlphaStart is a super fast start template 
the first to use our Style Magician Layouts. With one simple colour change you 
can match the site to any client colour scheme. This template is not aimed at 
any specific business but rather is here to get you building your clients new 
site super fast.

0085



Alpha Start

This amazing template can be matched to your clients colour and font style in 
minutes. It comes with two home page styles and now includes Font Awe-
some Icon Fonts.

0086

PivitolHite

PivitolHite is a no-nonsense business template ready for customisation by 
you.  Easily convert it from a business consultation company to any service 
based industry with a few style, colour and font changes. Perfect for your next 
business project.

0087

Modern Knoll

Modernknoll has been designed to allow you to build an exceptional product 
showcase site with a unique product slider and many additional features.

0088

Lumin Dental Template

Lumin Dental has been designed to showcase any medical services but specif-
ically dentistry. The site can be easily modified to work for virtually any service 
based industry.

0089

Coolco

This is an amazing template for any business but is aimed at creative agen-
cies. It comes with a large selection of custom widgets through the site never 
before seen in a museGrid template. If you are looking for a new site for your 
company or client then this is the one for you.

0090



Home Folio

This is a great template specifically designed for real estate agents and real-
tors. Easy to set up and modify. Get your site online in hours not weeks.

0091

RK Tek

RK Tek is a clean design aimed at architects and planners, however, it could be 
used for anything from a coffee shop to a legal firm see what you can build.

0092

BC Works

BC Works is and incredible template for any design and graphics business. Its 
easy to modify and skin to match your brand.

0093

Camp Happy Camper

Camp Happy Campers is a fun design for a Youth & Childrens Holiday Camp. 
The template is aimed at schools, camps and holiday facilities. The site could 
be modified for schools or daycare centres.

0094

Brilla

Brilla is a gorgeous classy layout perfect for the jewelery industry. The tem-
plate is aimed at jewelers but would work just as well for a fashion or acces-
sories business, service company or any business looking for a clean, classic 
look.

0095



Hair & Beauty

Hair & Beauty is a great one page design for any business. The template is 
setup for a beauty or hair salon but would work just as well for a cafe, ser-
vice company or any business looking for a simple modern approach to web 
design.

0096

Jen Malfia

Jen Malfia offers freelance photographers an elegant solution in displaying 
their best images to promote their business to potential clients. The site has a 
great gallery widget and a mobile version focused on the images.

0097

Mavens Coffee Bar

A beautiful colourful design for any coffee shop with style.

0098

Swarm Pest Control

Swarm is a pest control service template but would be ideal for any service 
industry website. The template includes a mobile version. Launch their site in 
days not weeks.

0099

Corked

Corked is a wine merchant inspired template but would be ideal for the arti-
san food or drink producer. The template includes a mobile version. Launch 
their site in days not weeks.

00100



Delta Repairs

Delta Repairs is an auto repair inspired Adobe Muse template.  Help your local 
mechanic get up and running on the web.  It includes mobile out of the box.  
Launch in days, not weeks.

00101

Apex Solutions

Suitable for any small business with a financial or analysis theme.

00102

Boost HR

A nice clean design suitable for HR businesses.

00103

Outer Trek

Outertrek is a great little site for outdoor pursuit companies.

00104

Fortitude

Fortitude church ministry template.

00105



More To Adore

Baby photography service template.

00106

Lux Garden

Gardening and landscaping template.

00107

Terisk

Software company template.

00108

Simple Insure

Insurance company template.

00109

Aqua Explore

Aquarium destination template.

00110



Innovative Angles

Architects and construction design consultancy template.

00111

myApp

Smart device app company template.

00112

HausClean

House cleaning service template.

00113

Cinch

Health and fitness club template.

00114

Thermal Comfort

Heating and cooling engineers website.

00115



Connections Consulting

Business consultants template.

00116

Firesage Resort

Hotel or resort template.

00117

SplashPerk Cafe

Cafe or coffee shop template.

00118

Spa Sensia

Health spa template.

00119

Trust Financial

Financial services template.

00120



Creative Hub

Design agency template.

00121

Enhance

Kitchen and bathroom design company template.

00122

PetLife

Animal or veterinary service template.

00123

Sindulge

Restaurant or desert bar template.

00124

Entity

Consultancy template.

00125



Geter Dunn

Construction company template.

00126

Little Seed Academy

School or learning academy template.

00127

Life Help Clinic

Medical health clinic template.

00128

The Chamber

The Chamber has been design specifically for your local chamber of com-
merce. The design is uncomplicated and easy to modify. If you need to build 
a great looking site for your chamber of commerce this is the perfect solution 
for you.

00129


